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ISSUE TITLE/RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING DATE/TIME/DURATION

1. VT Police Officer Killing
A murder/suicide on the VT campus brought back memories of April 16, 2007, as
the campus was locked down during the emergency and the VT community
mourned the death of a campus police officer who was gunned down while making
a routing traffic stop.

12/8-12/14 - 25 Minutes

2. U.S. Senate Race Virginia's next U.S. Senate race isn't until next year, but that hasn't stopped the
candidates from entering and leaving the race. It is likely to be a Tim Kaine, vs.
George Allen race, but Allen faces a number of challengers for the GOP
nomination. WFIR is paying a lot of attention to this race.

10/5-12/20 - 62 Minutes

3. Shenandoah Life This Roanoke insurance company to move out of receivership after its stockholders
approve a new owner. We covered the fate of this long time valley business.

10/21-12/21 - 24 Mins

4. Roanoke County Library Changes Roanoke County works to replace it's long time headquarters building. WFIR
covered the issues involving the new construction and themove to a new facility
that goes way beyond books. At the same time, the county started work on a new
branch library in the Glenvar area.

10/4-12/23 - 28 Mins

5. Post Office Closings Roanokers react to a proposal to close the local mail sorting center. The idea of
moving that function to Greensboro has generated a lot of controversy. WFIR
covered this continuing story.

11/11-11/14 - 21 Mins

6. Local Races In addition to members of the General Assembly, many local 10/19-11/9 - 37 Minutes
governments elected supervisors, sheriffs and other local officials.
WFIR has covered races in the Roanoke area, and the voting 
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confusion that came with newly redistricted polling places.

7. VA GOP Primary Ballot State rules qualified just two of the GOP presidential candidates for 12/23-12/30 - 30 Mins
the March 6th primary ballot. WFIR is covering this issue, which will 
carry over into the new year.

8. General Assembly Races Redistricting made for some interesting General Assembly races, 10/18-11/10 - 38 Mins
particularly in the state Senate, where candidates moved so they
could run in different districts. The election allowed Republicans
to take control of the State Senate, and thus the entire General
Assembly. WFIR covered these elections and issues throught the Fall.

9. Countryside WFIR has followed the problems with what to do with the old 10/18-11/7 - 42 Minutes
Countryside Golf Course Property.  It sat vacant after the city closed
down the golf course. Then a foods co-op proposed an urban farm
for part of the property. WFIR covered this issue as objections from
the neighbors caused the co-op to cancel it's plans for a food and
chicken farm.

10. Resource Officer Charged Bedford County Sheriff's Office was shocked when one of its 10/21-11/7 - 35 Minutes
resources officers was arrested for having inappropriate contact with
a student. Then the officer and the student took off together. They 
were later located, she was returned to her family and he was 
brought back to face trial.

11. Aveion Lewis Trials The mother and step father face the changes in connection with the 10/14-11/30 - 45 Mins
disappearance and death of a two year old toddler. This case has
received lots of attention, and WFIR has followed it as it moves
through the courts. 

12. Giles Ten Commandments The controversy over placement of the Ten Commandments in a 11/28-11/29 - 18 Mins
Giles County high school has gotten to court. WFIR has covered this
issue extensively and covered the newest developments this quarter.


